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SUMMARY

The incidence of dengue infection, a vector-borne disease transmitted by the mosquito Aedes

aegypti, shows clear dependence on seasonal variation. Based on the quantification method that

furnishes the size of the A. aegypti population in terms of the estimated entomological parameters

for different temperatures, we assessed the risk of dengue outbreaks. The persistence and severity

of epidemics can be assessed by the basic reproduction number R0, which varies with

temperature. The expression for R0 obtained from ‘true’ and ‘pseudo’ mass action laws for

dengue infection is discussed.

Key words : Basic reproduction number, global warming, mass action law, mathematical modelling,

risk of dengue with temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Dengue virus, a flavivirus transmitted by arthropods

of the genus Aedes, is prevalent in different parts of

the world. As a result of being pathogenic for humans

and capable of transmission in heavily populated

areas, dengue virus (arbovirus) can cause widespread

and serious epidemics, which constitutes one of the

major public health problems in many tropical and

subtropical regions of the world where Aedes aegypti

and other suitable mosquito vectors are present.

The epidemiological cycle occurs as follows. Female

mosquitoes become infected during the bloodmeal

from infectious individuals (the viraemic period) and

they then transmit the infection during the next 7–14

days [1]. The infection in mosquitoes induces a low

level of immunity [2] and it is believed, that they

probably transmit the virus throughout their lifespan.

An infectious mosquito can transmit the virus to a

susceptible host during biting and feeding. When an

infectious mosquito infects a susceptible host with

dengue virus during the bloodmeal, dengue disease

can evolve from asymptomatic or classical dengue

fever to haemorrhagic dengue, in an average of 4–6

days, which can lead to the death of the host.

Manifestation of symptoms varies between 3 and 7

days [3], and the virus circulates in the blood typically

for 5 days [1]. Thereafter, the recovered individual

develops lifelong specific immunity against the dis-

ease. The prevention against dengue disease is re-

stricted to the controlling mechanisms applied to the

vector, because immunization by vaccine remains

unavailable.

The extrinsic incubation period of dengue virus in

female mosquitoes is large compared to their survival

time, which strongly depends on temperature [4]. For
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example, both extrinsic and survival time of female

mosquitoes are quite similar during winter (low tem-

perature) ; however, survival is quasi-fivefold higher

than the extrinsic period during hot seasons. How-

ever, temperature also impacts on all other entomo-

logical parameters regarding the mosquito’s life-cycle

[5], and, as a consequence, the number of female

mosquitoes varies according to seasonal variations.

During favourable periods when the size of the mos-

quito population increases, the risk of dengue infec-

tion in humans also increases.

In order to prevent dengue outbreaks, periodic

surveys designed to detect changes in key adult indices

are important since they allow the detection of adult

population fluctuations, which may prompt changes

in vector control strategy. In this paper we develop

a mathematical model aimed at assessing dengue

transmission, taking into account the dependence on

temperature of the A. aegypti population size. In or-

der to achieve this task we consider the entomological

parameters estimated in our companion paper [6] and

use these in a simple mathematical model presented

here. There are many mathematical models concern-

ing the treatment of different aspects of dengue epi-

demics (e.g. [7–10]).

The paper is structured as follows. Next, simple

deterministic models describing dengue transmission

are presented. The following section presents dengue

transmission dynamics taking into account the

temperature-dependent entomological parameters. In

the final section we discuss the results and present

conclusions.

MODELLING DYNAMICS OF DENGUE

TRANSMISSION

The incidence of dengue disease clearly shows seaso-

nal variation. In wet and humid periods, the trans-

mission of dengue virus is extremely high in

comparison with periods of low temperature. To

some extent, the intrinsic incubation and infectious

periods of dengue virus vary insignificantly with tem-

perature, because the activities of the virus occur in-

side the human body; nevertheless, the same is not

true for mosquitoes (see, e.g. [11] for the duration of

the sporogonic cycle at different ambient tempera-

tures). However, in the present study we assume that

the extrinsic incubation period is independent of

temperature, in order to restrict the risk factor (or

sentinel) of dengue outbreaks to the size of the female

adult mosquito population. Because entomological

parameters of A. aegypti vary broadly with tempera-

ture, the size of the mosquito population is strongly

affected by temperature.

Dengue virus circulates due to the interaction be-

tween human and mosquito populations in urban

areas. For this reason the dynamics of dengue trans-

mission must take into account the role played by

these populations. Abiotic influences like temperature

are encompassed in the model’s parameters.

The dynamics of A. aegypti encompassing egg

phase, two successive aquatic phases (larval and

pupal) and one adult form is reported in a companion

paper [6], and is modified to describe dengue virus

infecting mosquitoes. The A. aegypti female popu-

lation is divided into three compartments: M1, M2

and M3, which are the numbers at time t of, respect-

ively, susceptible, exposed and infectious mosquitoes.

Disregarding the transovarian transmission, all emerg-

ing mosquitoes are classified as susceptible. Similarly,

the human population is divided into four compart-

ments according to the natural history of the disease:

s, e, i and r, which are the fractions at time t of, re-

spectively, susceptible, exposed, infectious and re-

covered persons. The mosquito population is allowed

to vary along time t, while the human population is

assumed to be constant, with N being the total num-

ber of the human population.

Dengue transmission is sustained by the flows

among human and mosquito compartments accord-

ing to the dengue epidemic cycle presented in the

previous section. Susceptible humans are infected

during the bloodmeal by infectious mosquitoes, with

the per capita transmission coefficient (or rate) being

designated bkh, which depends on the frequency of

bites given to humans by mosquitoes. The exposed

persons are then transferred to the infectious class by

rate a, where 1/a is the average intrinsic incubation

period. These infectious individuals are removed to

the recovered (immune) class after an average recov-

ery period 1/g, where g is the recovery rate. Neither

loss of immunity (we are restricted to only one sero-

type infection) nor induced mortality due to the dis-

ease are considered, and a constant mortality rate m in

humans is assumed. With regard to the vector, the

susceptible mosquitoes are infected at a total rate bm,

which is the product between the human population

size N and the per capita rate bkm. It should be noted

that the constant population of humans allows both

coefficients bm and bkm to change according to

bm=Nbkm in every time t, making them equivalent.

These exposed mosquitoes are transferred to the
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infectious class at a rate c, where 1/c is the average

extrinsic incubation period, and remain infective until

death. The total size of the mosquito population,

which varies, is designated by M=M1+M2+M3.

Based on the above considerations, the dynamics of

dengue transmission can be described by

d

dt
A=kfw (M1+M2+M3) 1x

A

C

� �
x(pq+mq)A

d

dt
M1=pqAx(bmi+mf)M1

d

dt
M2=bmiM1x(c+mf)M2

d

dt
M3=cM2xmfM3,

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;
(1)

in the female mosquito population, and by

d

dt
s=mx(b0hM3+m)s

d

dt
e=b0hM3sx(a+m)e

d

dt
i=aex(g+m)i,

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(2)

in the human population; where r=1xsxexi are

the (decoupled from the system) recovered in-

dividuals. The entomological parameters (see [6] for

details) are the intrinsic oviposition rate w, the per

capita mortality rate of adult females and aquatic

forms mf and mq, while pq is the per capita rate at which

mosquitoes emerge from the aquatic phase. The re-

maining parameters are the carrying capacity C, the

fraction of eggs hatching to larvae k, with 0<k<1,

and the fraction of female mosquitoes hatched from

all eggs f, with 0<f<1.

The system of equations (1) and (2) describes the

transmission of dengue virus involving two coupled

populations. This system determines the behaviour

(or trajectory along time) of each compartment until

reaching the steady state, which depends on the ca-

pacity of dengue transmission. The goal of the

analysis of the steady state is the assessment of the

control strategies to eradicate dengue transmission.

There are three equilibrium points. First, steady

state is assigned by S0 with coordinates (values of the

compartments at equilibrium) �AA= �MM1= �MM2= �MM3=0,

�ss=1 and �ee=�II=0. This equilibrium point is charac-

terized by the absence of mosquitoes, and all humans

are in the susceptible compartment. The second is the

trivial (with regard to absence of disease) equilibrium

point, which characterizesmosquito and human popu-

lations occupying the same region without pro-

pagation of dengue disease, described by Sm with

coordinates �AA, �MM1= �MM, �MM2= �MM3=0, �ss=1 and �ee=
�ı=0, where the coordinates of the susceptible mos-

quito population at equilibrium �AA and �MM are

�AA=C 1x
1

Q0

� �

�MM=
pq

mf
C 1x

1

Q0

� �
,

9>>>=
>>>;

(3)

where the basic offspring number Q0 is given by

Q0=
pqkfw

(pq+mq)mf
: (4)

These two equilibrium points were analysed in [6].

Finally, the steady state corresponding to dengue

settled at an endemic level Sd has positive coordinates
�AA, �MM1, �MM2, �MM3, �ss, �ee and �ı given by

�AA=C 1x
1

Q0

� �

�MM1=
(c+mf)mf(a+m)(g+m)

b 0
hbmac 1x

(a+m)(g+m)

am
�ıı

� �

�MM2=
mf(a+m)(g+m)�ıı

b 0
hac 1x

(a+m)(g+m)

am
�ıı

� �

�MM3=
(a+m)(g+m)�ıı

b 0
ha 1x

(a+m)(g+m)

am
�ıı

� �

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(with �MM1 being valid when �ıl0; otherwise, �MM1= �MM)

for the mosquito and human populations:

�ss=1x
(a+m)(g+m)

am
�ıı

�ee=
g+m

a
�ıı ,

9>=
>;

where �ı is given by

�ıı=
R0x1

bm
mf

+
(a+m)(g+m)

am
R0

,

with Q0 being given by equation (4), and the basic

reproduction number R0 is given by

R0=

c
pq

mf
C 1x

1

Q0

� �" #
b0habm

(c+mf)mf(a+m)(g+m)
, (5)

where the term within square brackets in the numer-

ator is the total number of mosquitoes in the steady

state, �MM= �MM1+ �MM2+ �MM3. The decoupled fraction of

the recovered individuals is �rr=0 for S0 and Sm, and

�rr=1x�ssx�eex�ı, for Sd.
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The Appendix gives the steady-state analysis corre-

sponding to the above three equilibrium points : the

steady state regarding the mosquito-free community

S0 is stable if Q0f1; the equilibrium where the com-

munity is disease-free Sm, is stable ifQ0>1 andR0f1;

and dengue settled at an endemic level Sd is stable if

Q0>1 and R0>1. Hence, depending on the values

assigned to Q0 and R0, one of three equilibrium points

acts as an attractor. Figure 1 summarizes the basins

of attraction. The changes of the attraction equi-

librium point (bifurcations) in the positive parameter

space (Q0,R0) occur for lines Q0=1 and R0=1. In re-

gion I (Q0<1 and R0<1) and in region II (Q0<1 and

R0>1) the unique equilibrium point is S0, which is

stable. This is the reason no bifurcation occurs when

line R0=1 is crossed when passing from region I to

region II. In region III (Q0>1 and R0<1) there exist

two equilibrium points S0 and Sm, which are, re-

spectively, unstable and stable. When passing from

region I to region III, crossing line Q0=1, one bifur-

cation occurs : i.e. as Sm becomes stable S0 becomes

unstable. In region IV (Q0>1 and R0>1) there exist

three equilibrium points S0, Sm and Sd, which are

unstable, unstable and stable, respectively. In going

from region II to region IV, crossing line Q0=1, Sd

becomes stable and S0 becomes unstable ; however,

the passage from region III to region IV, crossing line

R0=1, results in another bifurcation: Sd becomes

stable and Sm becomes unstable. In the accumulation

point (Q0=1 and R0=1) any type of bifurcation can

occur. Note that region II is the most dangerous, due

to the fact that we can have the bifurcation from being

mosquito-free to the prevalence of dengue disease in

this region, if the basic offspring number can be

increased, i.e. >1. This is perfectly possible if the

temperature increases in this region and alters the

entomological parameters in order to achieve Q0>1.

We interpret the basic reproduction number R0,

and change bm by Nbkm in equation (5). In terms of the

per capita dengue transmission coefficients bkh and bkm,
R0 can be rewritten as

R0=
c

c+mf
r

�MMb0
h

mf
r

a

a+m
r

Nb 0
m

g+m
: (6)

Assume that one infectious mosquito is introduced

into a completely susceptible population of mos-

quitoes and humans, which have potentially infective

sizes �MM and N, respectively. This uniquely infectious

mosquito bites an average �MMbkh/mf number of suscep-

tible humans (bkh/mf is the per capita number of bites)

during the infectious period. Afterwards, these ex-

posed humans must survive the intrinsic incubation

period, with probability a/(a+m), and, then, are bit-

ten on average by Nbkw/(g+m), the number of suscep-

tible mosquitoes during the infectious period. Finally,

the probability that these exposed mosquitoes survive

the extrinsic incubation period and become infectious

mosquitoes is given by c/(c+mf). Therefore, R0 is the

average number of secondary infectious mosquitoes

produced by one infectious mosquito introduced into

a completely homogeneous and susceptible popu-

lation of mosquitoes and humans. For this reason,

dengue epidemics fade out if the average number of

secondary infections is lower than unity. This number

also measures both the severity of the infection in a

community and the efforts necessary to eradicate the

epidemic. The introduction of one infectious human

follows a similar pattern.

There are two ways to define the per capita incidence

[12]. One is to assume that the rate of new infections

occurs according to the contact between the numbers

of susceptible and infectious individuals. In this case

we use the per capita transmission coefficients bkh and
bkm, and this kind of modelling is known as the ‘pseu-

do’ mass action law. On the other hand, the ‘true’

mass action law considers the fractions of susceptible

and infectious individuals, using the total trans-

mission coefficients bh and bm. When the populations

are not allowed to vary (constant) in time, both kind

of mass action laws are interchangeable. However, the

figure is completely different when one or more po-

pulations are allowed to vary. In our case, the mos-

quito population is allowed to vary, while the human

population is maintained constant. Hence, the infec-

tion in mosquitoes does not matter in the formulae for

the basic reproduction number.
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Fig. 1. The basins of attraction considering the positive
parameters Q0 and R0. The superscripts s and u stand for,

respectively, stable and unstable.
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In equation (6) the expression for R0 arises due to

the assumption of the ‘pseudo’ mass action law for

infection in humans (the per capita incidence is pro-

portional to the number of infectious mosquitoes,

bkhM3), and it can be written as

R0=
b 0
hb

0
m

bth
,

where bth is the threshold transmission coefficient in-

volving the product of the per capita dengue trans-

mission coefficients bkh and bkm, given by

bth=
(c+mf)m

2
f (a+m)(g+m)

capl 1x
1

Q0

� �
CN

: (7)

When Q0<1, we have a human population living free

of mosquitoes, and this situation is strongly robust.

Note that the absence of mosquito population re-

sulted in bth<0, which mathematically means R0<0,

but biologically is meaningless. Hence, the dengue

risk is real and can be measured if Q0 increases and

becomes >1, in which case R0 becomes positive. As

Q0 increases, b
th decreases, and eventually surpasses

the threshold value bkh bkm, yielding R0>1 at which

point dengue epidemics can be triggered.

However, the ‘true’ mass action law yields the basic

reproduction number expressed in terms of the total

transmission coefficients, because we must use the

total transmission coefficient bh in equation (2), i.e. we

must substitute bkhM3 by bhM3/M, since

b 0
hM3=Mb 0

h

M3

M
=bh

M3

M1+M2+M3
:

Due to the appearance of the fraction of infectious

mosquitoes, we implicitly assume that M>0, or,

equivalently, Q0>1. Hence, by changing �MMbkh to bh
and Nbkm to bm in equation (6), the basic reproduction

number R0 can be written as

R0=
bhbm
�bbth

,

where �bbth is the threshold transmission coefficient in-

volving the product of the total dengue transmission

coefficients bh and bm, given by

�bbth=
(c+mf)mf(a+m)(g+m)

ca
: (8)

Note that �bbthdoes not depend on the mosquito and

human populations �MM and N as does �bbth. Therefore
�bbth never assumes a negative value.

When there is an absence of good estimates for the

dengue transmission coefficients bkh and bkm (or bh and

bm), then bth or �bbth can be used instead to assess the

potential risk of dengue epidemics. Note that the

chance of a dengue outbreak increases inversely pro-

portional to the threshold transmission coefficients.

The threshold transmission coefficient bth and the

basic offspring number Q0, which appear in its defi-

nition, depend on all entomological parameters, while

the threshold transmission coefficient �bbth depends

only on the mortality rate of female mosquitoes mf.

In next section we assess the effects of temperature

on dengue transmission.

ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF

TEMPERATURE ON DENGUE RISK

The ecological and epidemiological results obtained

from the mathematical modelling reported in [6] are

used to assess the risk of dengue depending on tem-

perature.

As stated in the previous section, the intrinsic and

extrinsic incubation periods, 1/a and 1/c, are assumed

to be constant with temperature. Therefore, the risk

of a dengue outbreak is assessed by taking into ac-

count only the variations in the entomological para-

meters with temperature. Figure 2 gives the threshold

transmission coefficients bth and �bbth as a function of

temperature. The curve corresponding to the threshold

transmission coefficient bth was obtained using NC=
1; however, by increasing this value tenfold, the curve

moves down one unity (using log-scale), decreasing

the threshold transmission coefficient �bbth, and,

–3

–2

–1

0

10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Temperature (°C) 

L
og

(β
 th

)

Fig. 2. The threshold transmission coefficients bth and �bbth as
a function of temperature are shown. The thick curve cor-
responds to bth, while the dotted curve corresponds to �bbth.
The risk of dengue epidemics is high (and the epidemics
settle at a high level) for lower values of the threshold
transmission coefficients. We set a=0.2, c=0.125, g=0.25
and m=0.000043 (all in daysx1).
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consequently, increasing the possibility of a dengue

outbreak. In the case of �bbth, which depends on the

temperature only through the mortality rate of female

mosquitoes and does not depend onN andC explicitly,

we observe a very low sensitivity for temperature.

Because in this model (‘ true ’ mass action law) it is

implicitly assumed that the mosquito population

exists, we must take into account the regions where

mosquitoes are prevalent,Q0>1, as well as b kh b km>�bbth.

When there are no precise estimates of the trans-

mission coefficients, the corresponding threshold

values can be seen as an alternative for assessing

dengue outbreaks or the severity of dengue epidemics.

With regard to the curve corresponding to bth in

Figure 2, if we assume that the transmission coeffi-

cients in a certain geographic region are bh
S and bm

S , a

horizontal line can be drawn with value log (bh
S bm

S ) in

the log(bth)rT coordinates, which intercepts the

curve bth at two temperatures, i.e. T1 and T2. If this

selected region is situated between T1 and T2, dengue

epidemics can be triggered, and the temperature at

which the level of the epidemic is most severe is

y28 xC, where bth assumes the lowest value. This

finding shows that the increase in temperature, e.g.

due to global warming, does not necessarily increase

the incidence of dengue disease.

The basic reproduction ratio R0 is a quotient be-

tween the product of transmission coefficients and the

corresponding threshold value. For this reason, the

difference between them, defined by bthxbh bm, to

some extent measures the welfare of a community (or

region) regarding dengue disease. If this difference is

positive and very high, the community is practically

free of dengue outbreaks (i.e. bh bm<bth) ; otherwise, if

this difference is negative and very high, dengue out-

breaks will be very severe. However, the levels of re-

current dengue epidemics are not only dependent on

the transmission coefficients, but also on the fractions

of the susceptible populations of mosquitoes and hu-

mans: if both fractions are almost 1 (exactly 1 when

dengue disease is introduced into completely suscep-

tible populations), the next dengue outbreak will be

more severe [13].

The basic reproduction ratio R0 depends on the

transmission coefficients, which are assumed to be

temperature independent. However, both parameters

are dependent on the number of bites that a female

mosquito gives to humans in order to mature the fer-

tilized eggs. Our companion paper [6], shows that the

oviposition is absent at low temperature, and this

number increases with temperature, practically in line

with temperature from 15 xC, and decreases for high

temperature. If the number of bites is approximated

with the number of eggs laid by female mosquitoes,

the capacity of the vector to transmit the disease is

limited to the extreme temperatures. Note that at

around 15–16 xC, the first day at which female mos-

quitoes laid eggs, is higher than for 15 days, and dis-

counting the time necessary to mature fertilized eggs,

we have day 12 as the age of the mosquitoes first bit-

ing. This indicates that the biting behaviour of female

mosquitoes is delayed, and when compared with the

extrinsic incubation period of around 10 days, the

possibility of dengue virus inoculation in humans is

not negligible, because female mosquitoes survive for

around 30 days [6]. Even allowing the transmission

coefficients to vary with temperature, Figure 2 is a

good indicator of the risk of dengue according to

temperature.

The basins of attraction in Figure 1 shed some

lights on the invasion and colonization by A. aegypti

and the outbreak of dengue epidemics. Let us apply

these findings to São Paulo State, Brazil. São Paulo

State can be approximated roughly by a parallelo-

gram of dimension 690 km in the northwest-south-

west direction and 440 km in the northeast-southwest

direction. The Atlantic Ocean is at the southern

frontier, and Mato Grosso State at the northern bor-

der. At the eastern side, there are two states: Rio de

Janeiro occupying a small part in the extreme of the

southern frontier, and Minas Gerais State occupying

almost the entire eastern frontier. At the western

frontier is Paraná State.

São Paulo State is situated in a subtropical region,

with a hot and rainy summer season, where the mos-

quito A. aegypti was re-introduced in 1985 from the

northern border, and advanced continuously in a

southerly direction [14]. The A. aegypti invasion in-

itiated from Mato Grosso State and followed a

southerly direction, to the Atlantic Ocean, where the

mosquitoes arrived in 1994 [15]. The northern region

of São Paulo State is characterized by an annual mean

temperature of >18 xC and an annual mean rainfall

of <1400 mm, while the middle region of São Paulo

State has an annual mean temperature and rainfall of,

respectively, 17 xC and 1500 mm [14].

After colonization by A. aegypti, dengue epidemics

were first observed in 1987, but systematical and

annual occurrences of epidemics started in 1990.

According to the Epidemiological Vigilance Centre

[16, 17], the number of cases of dengue from 1995

until 2007 were, respectively, 6048, 7104, 2040, 10 630,
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15082, 3532, 51 668, 39 179, 20 390, 3049, 5433, 50 022

and 90252.

However, there is a belt of tropical forest (Mata

Atlântica), 80 km from the Atlantic Ocean, where

the annual mean temperature is low. In this region

São Paulo City and its neighbouring cities are situ-

ated, comprising y20 million inhabitants. Due to

low temperature in winter seasons, this region is

relatively safe from dengue colonization, in spite of

the recent sporadic dengue epidemics that occurred in

the outskirts of São Paulo City during the summer

seasons.

Excluding a small tropical forest belt, São Paulo

State can be matched with region IV in the basins of

attraction shown in Figure 1. This region is char-

acterized by Q0>1 and R0>1, for this reason A. ae-

gypti was successfully introduced in 1985 (bifurcation

from S0 to Sm, both equilibria unstable), and in 1990,

dengue disease settled at an endemic level (bifurcation

from Sm to Sd, the latter equilibrium stable).

However, the region comprising São Paulo City and

its surrounding cities can be matched with region II

(Fig. 1), because the invasion and colonization by

mosquitoes had already occurred in all frontiers of

this region. Additionally, this region is heavily popu-

lated and there is an abundance of a variety of

breeding sites capable of receiving eggs and develop-

ing immature forms. As this region is characterized by

Q0<1 and R0>1, an increase in temperature may in-

crease the basic offspring number to >1 and drive to

region IV. A bifurcation from absence of mosquitoes

to the onset of dengue epidemics can then be observed

(bifurcation from S0 to Sm and then, Sm to Sd ; or a

dangerous bifurcation from S0 to Sd).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We developed a mathematical model to in order to

assess the effects of temperature on the risk of dengue

outbreak.

To assess the effects of temperature on dengue epi-

demics, we yielded the basic reproduction number R0.

In the absence of real estimates for dengue trans-

mission coefficients, we took, as the risk factor of

dengue epidemics, the threshold transmission coef-

ficient bth or �bbth, in the sense that the lower this

threshold number, the higher was the possibility of

dengue outbreak. In particular, the curve for bth

(Fig. 2) is roughly inverse with respect to the curve

obtained for Q0 (see [6]), and one reason for this be-

haviour is that we did not allow the disease-related

parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic incubation periods

and recovery rate) to vary with temperature. Hence,

the basic offspring number Q0 can be taken as the

measure of the potential risk of dengue outbreak and

also with regard to the severity of dengue epidemics.

It should be noted that the temperature at which the

lowest value for bth occurs is 28.0 xC, which is 1.2 xC

lower than the temperature at which the maximum

value for Q0 occurs (see [6]).

In our companion paper [6] we conjectured that

female mosquitoes survive for the same periods of

time during the interval 15<T<30 xC, because they

bite more and require greater physiological efforts to

maturate fertilized eggs. Moreover, dengue virus

could potentially increase the lifespan of infected

mosquitoes without decreasing their biting activities.

The basic reproduction number R0 depends linearly

on the lifespan of female mosquitoes, 1/mf, according

to equation (5). Then, the spread of dengue disease

increases due to the virus activities inside the infected

mosquitoes and also due to the fact that the biting

activities increase with temperature.

Finally, in the present study we dealt with annual

mean entomological values. In a further paper, we

will allow the entomological parameters to vary with

time, and, consequently, to vary with temperature,

and will perform the sensitivity analysis of the basic

offspring number and basic reproduction number for

the entomological parameters. The varying size of the

mosquito population will be matched to the season-

ally varying number of dengue cases in order to esti-

mate the transmission coefficients.

APPENDIX A

Steady states

We present the stability analysis of the equilibrium

points S0, Sm and Sd. The local stability analysis (some

basic ideas about stability analysis is given in [6]) is

assessed to determine the roots of the characteristic

equationL(l)wdet (J*xlI), where J* is the Jacobian

matrix corresponding to the system of equations (1)

and (2) evaluated at one of the equilibrium points S0,

Sm and Sd, and I is a 7r7 identity matrix.

The roots of the characteristic equation corre-

sponding to the mosquito-free community S0 are

l1=x(g+m), l2=x(a+m), l3=xm, l4=xmf,

l5=x(c+mf),
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and the remaining two solutions are those given in [6].

Hence, equilibrium point S0 is locally asymptotically

stable if Q0<1.

To show the global stability of the equilibrium

point S0, note that the region of biological interest V,

defined as

V={(A,M1,M2,M3, s, e, i)
2 R7

+j0fAfC, s+e+if1}

is positively invariant for the system of equations (1)

and (2). The global stability of the equilibrium point

S0 can be proved for Q0f1 using the function

V :R+
7 pR given by

V=
pq

pq+mq
A+M1+M2+M3,

whose orbital derivative is

_VV=xmf
Q0A

C
+(1xQ0)

� �
(M1+M2+M3):

Note that _VV<0 for Q0<1, and for Q0=1 we have
_VV=0 if M1+M2+M3=M=0 or A=0. From inspec-

tion of equation (1) it can be seen that the maximal

invariant set contained in _VV=0 is the trivial equilib-

rium point S0. Then, from La Salle–Lyapunov

Theorem [18], the equilibrium point S0 is globally

asymptotically stable for Q0f1. Hence, the human

population living without mosquitoes is a robust

situation, and humans are protected against dengue

epidemics.

One of the roots of the characteristic equation

corresponding to the disease-free community Sm is

l1=xm. Two other roots are solutions given in [6],

which have negative real part if Q0>1. The remaining

four roots are solutions of the equation

Lc(l)=l4+c3l
3+c2l

2+c1l+c0,

where the coefficients are

c3=a+g+c+2m+2mf

c2=(a+m)(g+m)+(a+g+2m)(c+2mf)+(c+mf)mf

c1=(a+m)(g+m)(c+2mf)+(a+g+2m)(c+mf)mf

c0=(a+m)(g+m)(c+mf)mf(1xR0),

9>>>=
>>>;

with the basic reproduction number R0 being given by

equation (5). When R0<1, the polynomial Lc (l) as

all solutions with negative part real, because the

Routh–Hurwitz criteria [19] c3>0, c1>0, c0>0 and

c3c2c1>c1
2+c3

2c0 are satisfied. The last inequality can

be rewritten as

c1(c3c2xc1)xc23(a+m)(g+m)(c+mf)mf
c23

>xac �MMb 0
hbm,

and we have shown that c1 (c3c2xc1)xc3
2 (a+m)

(g+m) (c+mf)mf>0. Hence, equilibrium point Sm is

locally asymptotically stable if Q0>1 and R0<1.

The characteristic equation corresponding to

dengue disease settled at an endemic level Sd is given

by L(l)=xLb(l)L5(l), where Lb(l) is that given in

[6] (Q0>1 to satisfy Routh–Hurwitz criteria), and

L5(l)=(bm�ıı+mf+l)( �MM3b
0
h+m+l)(a+m+l)

r(g+m+l)(c+mf+l)xac �MM1b
0
hbm�ss (m+l),

where the independent term is given by

L5(0)=(bm�ıı+mf)( �MM3b
0
h+m)(a+m)(g+m)(c+mf)

xac �MM1b
0
hbm�ssm

= mbm+bmb
0
h
�MM3+mfb

0
h

�MM3

�ii

� �

r
R0x1

bm
mf

+
(a+m)(g+m)

am
R0

,

with �ı>0 and �MM3>0. This term is positive if

R0>1, and according to conjecture in [20], L5(l)

has all solutions with negative part real. Re-

membering that Lb(l) has solutions with negative real

part if Q0>1, then the non-trivial equilibrium point

Sd is locally asymptotically stable when R0>1 and

Q0>1.
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